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ePMP/PMP450 Co-location

The objective: Allow co-location of ePMP and PMP450 

access points using the least amount of guard spectrum
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ePMP/PMP450 Co-location

Question: Both products support GPS sync so why can’t 

they simply synchronize today?

Answer: While GPS sync is a source of accurate timing 

one key obstacle to synchronization is simply frame 

alignment.

In other words, properly match the transmission and 

reception cycles of each frame and specifically the 

DL/UL portions, transition gaps etc.
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ePMP/PMP450 Co-location

Starting with ePMP release 3.5.2 necessary 

configuration changes are allowed to make sync 

possible between the two family of products.

Co-location tool

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/file/6d27290a842cd6ad11609271

74ede302a0851be2

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/file/6d27290a842cd6ad1160927174ede302a0851be2&data=02|01|sakid.ahmed@cambiumnetworks.com|350ecceba7304ff95cb808d5e5aaa371|0e263e36340946228ac818d993e76eb6|0|0|636667444279747591&sdata=GqyZYO3c9HRmNOpAl7WnOBbgq8SrecgI4s2HZHJmlcQ%3D&reserved=0
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ePMP/PMP450 Co-location

Co-location:
Ability to install a mix of two or more 450/450i/450m APs with ePMP APs and use 

them in a spectrally efficient fashion. 

Provides the ability to frequency reuse between front/back sectors and also install 

adjacent sectors with only 5 MHz of guard band between PMP and ePMP APs. 

Without Co-location support
A guard band of at least 2X the channel bandwidth is required. For example, if using 

a 20 MHz channel bandwidth, 40 MHz of guard band is needed between the PMP 

and ePMP AP. 

Without sufficient guard band, adjacent sectors of PMP and ePMP will self-interfere 

with each other, reducing performance and spectral efficiency. 
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ePMP/PMP450 Co-location

Beyond Sync

• All Access Points must be sync’d with a GPS sync source (UGPS, CMM or on-

board GPS)

• Frame sizes (5ms or 2.5ms) MUST match between PMP and ePMP. Note: 5ms @ 

30/40 MHz is not yet supported on 450m.

To further align frame start and end, use colocation tool at 

https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/file/6d27290a842cd6ad1160927174ede302a

0851be2

Parameters can be tweaked on each flavor of AP to ensure proper frame sync:

• On PMP, Channel Bandwidth, Max Range, Downlink Data %, Contention Slots 

can be changed to impact frame start and end

• On ePMP, Downlink Ratio can be changed to impact frame start and end 

It is easier to set ePMP configuration first and then tweak PMP configuration as 

PMP provides more parameters to adjust frame start and end. 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://support.cambiumnetworks.com/file/6d27290a842cd6ad1160927174ede302a0851be2&data=02|01|sakid.ahmed@cambiumnetworks.com|350ecceba7304ff95cb808d5e5aaa371|0e263e36340946228ac818d993e76eb6|0|0|636667444279747591&sdata=GqyZYO3c9HRmNOpAl7WnOBbgq8SrecgI4s2HZHJmlcQ%3D&reserved=0

